
3D-printers en accessoires

Liquidatie van (nieuwe) 3D-printers en toebehoren, 1 ARCADE
GAME Mortal Combat.
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BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Online bidding only!

www.moyersoen.be

Voor meer informatie en voorwaarden:

16/08/2020 06:00



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

1 3DGence Double P255 (incl. Top Cover)
The 3DGence Double P255, the professional dual extruder 3D printer
developed to produce high quality and detailed prints. With an
interchangeable print bed, automatic calibration and its two printheads, it
offers an endless variety of solutions. Thanks to its two printheads, complex
geometric models are no longer a problem. The combination of multiple
materials or multiple colors allows to produce high quality and detailed
prints.

What distinguishes the 3DGence Double P255?
The visual quality of the printed pieces provides an excellent feeling after
printing, while the 4.3 ”touch screen and the filament end sensor ensure
smooth use. The durable components guarantee mechanical reliability,
while the hotends allow to print even the most flexible materials.

Dual material printing
The two hotends present in the 3DGence Double P255 allow printing with a
main material and supporting material. The hotends allow to print with a
wide variety of materials, in different possible combinations. Of course it is
also possible to combine several colors of the same material.

Control system and cover
The material flow control system measures the progress of the filament
during printing, and pauses the print if the material has run out or is
entangled. The supplied cover provides additional protection against
shrinkage and allows a stable temperature to be provided within the printing
surface.

2400€

2 Ultimaker Original DIY 3D Printer
The Ultimaker Original is a 3D Printer that can print stand alone. Build, use
and improve your most beautiful 3D Prints. The Ultimaker Original was
named the fastest and most accurate 3D printer in 2012 by Make Magazine.
It is therefore made for quick and easy use. The Ultimaker Original is a light
yet robust 3D Printer that you can take anywhere.

625€

3 Ultimaker Original DIY 3D Printer
The Ultimaker Original is a 3D Printer that can print stand alone. Build, use
and improve your most beautiful 3D Prints. The Ultimaker Original was
named the fastest and most accurate 3D printer in 2012 by Make Magazine.
It is therefore made for quick and easy use. The Ultimaker Original is a light
yet robust 3D Printer that you can take anywhere.

625€

4 Ultimaker Original DIY 3D Printer
The Ultimaker Original is a 3D Printer that can print stand alone. Build, use
and improve your most beautiful 3D Prints. The Ultimaker Original was
named the fastest and most accurate 3D printer in 2012 by Make Magazine.
It is therefore made for quick and easy use. The Ultimaker Original is a light
yet robust 3D Printer that you can take anywhere.

625€

5 Ultimaker Original DIY 3D Printer
The Ultimaker Original is a 3D Printer that can print stand alone. Build, use
and improve your most beautiful 3D Prints. The Ultimaker Original was
named the fastest and most accurate 3D printer in 2012 by Make Magazine.
It is therefore made for quick and easy use. The Ultimaker Original is a light
yet robust 3D Printer that you can take anywhere.

625€
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6 Formlabs Form 2 3D printer
The Formlabs Form 2, the most advanced desktop 3D printer ever. The
Form 2 again raises the bar when it comes to professional desktop 3D
printers. With the Form 2 you can create rugged technical prototypes,
intricate pieces or complex watertight structures. The Form 2 is your team's
tool for innovation.

1800€

7 Formlabs Form 2 3D printer
The Formlabs Form 2, the most advanced desktop 3D printer ever. The
Form 2 again raises the bar when it comes to professional desktop 3D
printers. With the Form 2 you can create rugged technical prototypes,
intricate pieces or complex watertight structures. The Form 2 is your team's
tool for innovation.

1800€

8 Formlabs Form 2 3D printer
The Formlabs Form 2, the most advanced desktop 3D printer ever. The
Form 2 again raises the bar when it comes to professional desktop 3D
printers. With the Form 2 you can create rugged technical prototypes,
intricate pieces or complex watertight structures. The Form 2 is your team's
tool for innovation.

1800€

9 Zortrax M200 3D printer
The Zortrax M200 is the first plug & print 3D printer from Poland in our
range! The Zortrax M200 stands for high accuracy, efficiency and ease of
printing for both designers and technicians. How does the Zortrax work?
Very simple. Choose your 3D model, make one yourself in the numerous
software programs or download a suitable model! Load the model and print
beautiful things.

1000€

10 Zortrax M300 3D printer
Big, bigger, M300. This was Zortrax's line of thinking when developing the
Zortrax M300. The M200's big brother offers you the opportunity to print out
your wildest dreams even bigger. Like the M200, the Zortrax M300 is a
closed-source 3D printer. The included Z-suite software helps you create
irresistible 3D prints. The M300 also has its own series of spools in the Z-
series filaments. Combine the M300 with the Z-suite software and the Z-
series filaments for an excellent result.

2400€

11 Zortrax M300 3D printer
Big, bigger, M300. This was Zortrax's line of thinking when developing the
Zortrax M300. The M200's big brother offers you the opportunity to print out
your wildest dreams even bigger. Like the M200, the Zortrax M300 is a
closed-source 3D printer. The included Z-suite software helps you create
irresistible 3D prints. The M300 also has its own series of spools in the Z-
series filaments. Combine the M300 with the Z-suite software and the Z-
series filaments for an excellent result.

2400€

12 Zortrax M300 3D printer
Big, bigger, M300. This was Zortrax's line of thinking when developing the
Zortrax M300. The M200's big brother offers you the opportunity to print out
your wildest dreams even bigger. Like the M200, the Zortrax M300 is a
closed-source 3D printer. The included Z-suite software helps you create
irresistible 3D prints. The M300 also has its own series of spools in the Z-
series filaments. Combine the M300 with the Z-suite software and the Z-
series filaments for an excellent result.

2250€
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13 Zortrax Inventure 3D printer
A soluble support system, a closed heated print chamber and a notification
system. All new features of the brand new Zortrax Inventure! Thanks to all
this, the Inventure brings your most complex prints to life! Thanks to the
heated print chamber, all your prints are protected from temperature
fluctuations. This chamber provides a constant temperature for your models
during the printing process. This eliminates external factors.

2000€

14 Zortrax Inventure 3D printer
A soluble support system, a closed heated print chamber and a notification
system. All new features of the brand new Zortrax Inventure! Thanks to all
this, the Inventure brings your most complex prints to life! Thanks to the
heated print chamber, all your prints are protected from temperature
fluctuations. This chamber provides a constant temperature for your models
during the printing process. This eliminates external factors.

2000€

15 Zortrax Inventure 3D printer
A soluble support system, a closed heated print chamber and a notification
system. All new features of the brand new Zortrax Inventure! Thanks to all
this, the Inventure brings your most complex prints to life! Thanks to the
heated print chamber, all your prints are protected from temperature
fluctuations. This chamber provides a constant temperature for your models
during the printing process. This eliminates external factors.

2000€

16 Zortrax Inventure 3D printer
A soluble support system, a closed heated print chamber and a notification
system. All new features of the brand new Zortrax Inventure! Thanks to all
this, the Inventure brings your most complex prints to life! Thanks to the
heated print chamber, all your prints are protected from temperature
fluctuations. This chamber provides a constant temperature for your models
during the printing process. This eliminates external factors.

2000€

17 Zortrax DSS Station - Filament Dissolving Station
The Dissolvable Support System ensures that even the most complex parts
are printed without any problems. DSS is an easy to remove support
removal system based on water and soluble materials. All you have to do is
put your print in water for several hours. Afterwards you get a smooth print
without residue.

400€

18 Zortrax DSS Station - Filament Dissolving Station
The Dissolvable Support System ensures that even the most complex parts
are printed without any problems. DSS is an easy to remove support
removal system based on water and soluble materials. All you have to do is
put your print in water for several hours. Afterwards you get a smooth print
without residue.

400€

19 Zortrax DSS Station - Filament Dissolving Station
The Dissolvable Support System ensures that even the most complex parts
are printed without any problems. DSS is an easy to remove support
removal system based on water and soluble materials. All you have to do is
put your print in water for several hours. Afterwards you get a smooth print
without residue.

400€
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20 BotObjects ProDesk Orange 3D printer
The ProDesk3D is the first 3D desktop printer that offers the possibility to
print in full color and that changes the way the maker thinks about his prints.
As with normal inkjet printers, the ProDesk3D uses a patented five-color
PLA cartridge system in which the basic colors are mixed to print the object
you want in the desired colors. This is delivered seamlessly thanks to the
integrated software of the ProDesk3D.

2000€

21 BotObjects ProDesk Blue 3D printer
The ProDesk3D is the first 3D desktop printer that offers the possibility to
print in full color and that changes the way the maker thinks about his prints.
As with normal inkjet printers, the ProDesk3D uses a patented five-color
PLA cartridge system in which the basic colors are mixed to print the object
you want in the desired colors. This is delivered seamlessly thanks to the
integrated software of the ProDesk3D.

2000€

22 BotObjects ProDesk Blue 3D printer
The ProDesk3D is the first 3D desktop printer that offers the possibility to
print in full color and that changes the way the maker thinks about his prints.
As with normal inkjet printers, the ProDesk3D uses a patented five-color
PLA cartridge system in which the basic colors are mixed to print the object
you want in the desired colors. This is delivered seamlessly thanks to the
integrated software of the ProDesk3D.

2000€

23 Dremel 3D40 IdeaBuilder
Expand your creativity - form your own prototypes or discover exciting new
dimensions for your hobby. Design objects yourself or adjust objects as
desired - as an expression of your own individuality. Give in to the need to
stimulate your mind while inspiring others to discover the possibilities 3D
printing offers them.

400€

24 Zeus AiO 3D printer, 3D scanner all-in one
AIO Robotics ZEUS All-in-One is the first all-in-one 3D printer. Scan, copy,
fax and print your favorite objects yourself with the ZEUS All-In-One printer.
The ZEUS is 1 machine with 2 technologies that combines 4 different
functions. All functions are easy to operate and use thanks to the touchpad.
The 3D scanner works thanks to the pre-installed ZEUS OS software that
edits, completes and converts the scans into a printable mesh model.

750€

25 Meccatronicore BB-Cure UV Curing Station
The BB-Cure UV station for Tech is a specially developed curing station for
finishing your resin prints. The Tech UV station can process all standard
resins from Formlabs, as well as the engineering resins Tough, Flexible,
High Temp and Durable.

350€
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26 BCN3D Sigma R17 3D printer - without motherboard
Thanks to its IDEX system (Independent Dual Extrusion), the BCN3D Sigma
R17 has a different look than most 3D printers. Thanks to this system, both
extruders are placed on either side of the printer instead of next to each
other. The construction platform of the Sigma R17 is therefore 210 x 297 x
210mm. The redesigned LCD screen has now become a capacitive
touchscreen, making it more responsive and thus providing a better user
experience. Finally, the Sigma R17 has a new hot-end family in different
diameters (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0mm). This provides greater
versatility when using the Sigma. The high detailing, the two printheads, the
ability to combine colors, materials and supporting materials and the sturdy
aluminum frame have remained compared to the regular Sigma. Nothing
was changed in the assisted automatic calibration either.

1250€

27 Monoprice MP Select Mini II 3D printer
We've adopted the ease of use of the world's best-selling printer and made
it even easier. You no longer have to chase the perfect bed level with Allen
keys and feeler gauges. With the new automatic leveling control system,
you spend less time starting that perfect printout. Simply navigate the easy-
to-use touchscreen to automatically level your printer, select the part you
want to print and let the printer turn your designs into reality. The MP Mini
Pro is fully assembled out of the box, meaning it's easy to get started
without worrying about losing screws or connecting wires. The aluminum
housing protects the main components of the printer while maintaining a
lightweight profile, making it easy to move. Just plug it in, flip the switch and
the printer comes to life. The MP Mini Pro uses a clear, sharp, easy-to-use
touchscreen interface, which allows you to quickly and easily communicate
with the printer's key functions.

125€

28 Monoprice MP Select Mini II 3D printer
We've adopted the ease of use of the world's best-selling printer and made
it even easier. You no longer have to chase the perfect bed level with Allen
keys and feeler gauges. With the new automatic leveling control system,
you spend less time starting that perfect printout. Simply navigate the easy-
to-use touchscreen to automatically level your printer, select the part you
want to print and let the printer turn your designs into reality. The MP Mini
Pro is fully assembled out of the box, meaning it's easy to get started
without worrying about losing screws or connecting wires. The aluminum
housing protects the main components of the printer while maintaining a
lightweight profile, making it easy to move. Just plug it in, flip the switch and
the printer comes to life. The MP Mini Pro uses a clear, sharp, easy-to-use
touchscreen interface, which allows you to quickly and easily communicate
with the printer's key functions.

125€

29 Ultimaker Original + DIY 3D Printer - Assembled
There is a good reason why we have called this 3D printer the Original. You
can create your own unique 3D printer. By assembling it yourself you learn
how everything comes together, so that you can immediately do your own
thing. The Ultimaker Original + also allows easy installation of upgrades and
maintenance. Due to the extremely light printhead, the Ultimaker Original +
prints at inimitable speeds, while never losing its quality of 20 microns. Its
inventive print bed not only prevents print skew, but it is also extremely
stable. It even prevents bridging and overhang without any problems. Make
Magazine has tested the Ultimaker Original + and found that it is the fastest
and most accurate 3D printer on the market.

700€
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30 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€

31 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€

32 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€

33 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€
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34 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€

35 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€

36 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€

37 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€
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38 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€

39 Tiertime Up Mini 2 3D printer
The Up Mini 2 is the renewed version of the Up Mini, which we already had
in our range in the past. Just like its predecessor, this Up Mini 2 is
affordable, reliable and easy to use. New are some features regarding
usage, portability and connectivity. The renewed design of the Up Mini 2 is
particularly striking. It prints faster, has more connection options and is even
easier to use. Thanks to its handle, the Up Mini 2 is easy to move. The
touchscreen is also new. Thanks to this 4-inch LCD Touchscreen, you get a
better experience with the printer, and you can see the progress of your
print faster. The WiFi support ensures that the Up Mini 2 can also be
operated with mobile Apps. The built-in HEPA air filters provide good
ventilation and healthier and safer printing environment.

370€

40 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€

41 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€

42 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€
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43 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€

44 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€

45 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€

46 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€

47 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€

48 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€

49 3Doodler Create 3D Printing Pen
The 3Doodler Create is the latest version of the world's most popular 3D
Printing Pen. Compact and easy to use, the 3Doodler Create ensures that
every creative soul can do its thing! Just like its predecessors, this 3Doodler
Create is the ideal tool to make drawings in 3D to your heart's content. Draw
on paper, on another 3D object or elsewhere, with the 3Doodler printing
pen, what you want, where you want, when you want.

60€
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50 Monoprice MP Voxel 3D Printer
The Voxel is a unique, easy-to-use, beginner-friendly 3D printer that brings
3D printing to the masses with its simple menu system displayed on a 2.8-
inch IPS color touchscreen. The assisted leveling system reduces
calibration to a single tap on the touch screen and the print nozzle can be
changed in seconds without the need for tools. It features 8 GB of internal
memory for storing 3D models, a USB port for connecting a flash drive, a
Wi-Fi® radio with a hotspot option for connecting your PC and a built-in
camera for monitoring Best of all, the printer comes fully assembled and
includes sample 3D models and filament so you can start printing within
minutes of taking it out of the box.

250€

51 TV set Salora - 40 Inch LED1600
A brilliant 40? (102CM) Full HD LED television with USB media player. The
40LED1600 is a very affordable and with beautiful thin bezels designed 40
”(102CM) Full HD LED TV with HDMI connection, Scart, USB media player
and extensive remote control.

150€

52 TV set Salora - 40 Inch LED1600
A brilliant 40? (102CM) Full HD LED television with USB media player. The
40LED1600 is a very affordable and with beautiful thin bezels designed 40
”(102CM) Full HD LED TV with HDMI connection, Scart, USB media player
and extensive remote control.

150€

53 A-G 22 LCD arcade with 3500 GAMES "MORTAL KOMBAT"
Perfectly working new arcade with 22 "LCD screen and 3500 full-fledged
games. Including: mortal kombat, street fighter, the king of fighters, metal
slug, wonder boy, robocop, mario bros, knights of valor, samurai, pac man,
galaga, 1941, 1942, donkey kong, tetris and many other games. This
arcade contains a 22 "LCD screen and because it is only 57cm deep, this is
a very compact sturdy model, ideal for placing at home.

500€

54 Cinema seat 3 is seated
Treat yourself to a unique sofa with the leather relax sofa. Benefit from the
comfort of the three manual relax seats and the handy central armrests, with
storage tables and cup holders. Its slightly curved design promises pleasant
moments, before a movie or during an evening with friends!

250€

55 Meccatronicore BB-Cure UV Curing Station
The BB-Cure UV station for Tech is a specially developed curing station for
finishing your resin prints. The Tech UV station can process all standard
resins from Formlabs, as well as the engineering resins Tough, Flexible,
High Temp and Durable.

350€
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56 Meccatronicore BB-Cure UV Curing Station
The BB-Cure UV station for Tech is a specially developed curing station for
finishing your resin prints. The Tech UV station can process all standard
resins from Formlabs, as well as the engineering resins Tough, Flexible,
High Temp and Durable.

350€

57 Polymaker Polysher
The Polymaker Polysher is a specially designed machine to optimize your
prints in PolySmooth. This easy to use device ensures that the prints with
PolySmooth have a smooth, clean top layer due to a special fog layer.

50€

58 Photo studio Studio Flash set Linkstar LFK - 250D and accessories
Includes: lighting set, tripod, white background, photo table

250€


